Extend your team’s Microsoft Office 365 experience with a modern messaging platform designed to improve developer productivity.

**Mattermost + O365: better together**

Office 365 is part of a complex array of applications, tools, processes, and programming languages used in enterprises. Mattermost brings these disparate components together into a powerful collaboration environment designed specifically for software builders and operators, helping engineering teams deliver code quickly and efficiently. The platform makes it easier for your team to access and work with O365 files directly from the Mattermost channel where they collaborate every day.

**Office 365**

**Easier document collaboration**

The Mattermost Collabora plugin allows your team to view or edit O365 files directly from a designated channel in Mattermost.

- Centralize team collaboration on multiple documents
- Improve productivity—reduce context switching
- Increase transparency by tracking conversations alongside edits

**Unified user management**

Mattermost integrates seamlessly with Microsoft systems for easy account provisioning and greater admin control.

- Office365 single sign-on
- Identity management with Active Directory
- Automatic account provisioning
- Active Directory Synchronization and Groups support

**Features that developers love**

Go from O365 documents to code and back again in a fluid workflow on Mattermost. Mattermost is built to meet the needs of modern development teams, with ChatOps features that support the way developers today work, communicate, and share code.

- Code formatting for 50+ languages
- Easy text formatting with markdown support
- Webhooks and custom slash commands
- Plugin architecture for building your own plugins
- Compact view to fit multiple messages on screen
- Integration with DevOps tools, like GitHub and Jenkins
- Channel switcher to quickly find and access channels
Take O365 collaboration even further

Mattermost’s flexibility gives your development team the freedom to create custom workflows around Office 365 files, as well as their DevOps tools and CI/CD processes so they can speed up development lifecycles and incident response times.

Open source
Mattermost’s open core platform means that your team retains control over the service’s technical roadmap and your team is free to develop additional features and plugins without restriction. With a vibrant open source community, Mattermost supports 600+ integrations.

Extensibility
With access to source code, APIs, drivers, and a wide array of integrations and samples, Mattermost is highly customizable. Whether it’s building custom chatbots or connecting to internally firewalled systems, your team is in total control of your environment.

Security
Mattermost offers modern communication behind your firewall. Deploy to public, private, or hybrid clouds with full access to source code and total control of your data and single-tenant platform.

Upcoming Microsoft integrations
Mattermost is committed to building more integrations to help your team collaborate using Microsoft and Mattermost together, including:

Calendar:
Synchronize Mattermost user availability status with O365 Calendar.

Files:
Find and share files from OneDrive within a Mattermost channel.

Teams:
Bridge conversations between Mattermost and Microsoft Teams Channels.

Trusted by development teams worldwide

About Mattermost
Since 2015, Mattermost has worked to transform the enterprise collaboration market by delivering the best open source, high-trust messaging tools for developers. Today, Mattermost is embraced by leading security-conscious organizations around the world. From piloting spacecraft and ensuring national security to building electric cars and advancing vital infrastructure, global organizations use Mattermost daily to drive innovation while meeting unprecedented safety, privacy, and scale requirements.
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